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(Thread) Mueller’s Testimony: What [not] to expect 
 
@hwiers asks⤵ 
 
Mueller already said he will stay within the four corners of
the report, and I’m sure he knows the DOJ directive
doesn’t bind him, so I don’t expect the DOJ directive to
make much difference.

Hans Wiersma
@hwiers

@Teri_Kanefield Hi Teri. Regarding the Mueller hearing: What 
questions do you hope get asked? What’s your sense of how 
Mueller will respond, esp. given DOJ’s directive at him?

8:30 AM - Jul 23, 2019

See Hans Wiersma's other Tweets

1/ Good Democratic questions will showcase Trump’s crimes and behavior that

makes him unfit for office. 

 

These, from @neal_katyal are nice and crisp:  

 

Opinion | With Three Simple Answers, Mueller Can Speak Volumes
For those who have read it, the special counsel’s report speaks for itself. For those
who haven’t, he can speak for it in Congress.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/22/opinion/robert-mueller-testimony-trump.html?smi…
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2/ I also like Comey’s wording, “Did you find substantial evidence of obstruction?” 

 

There WAS substantial evidence, so Mueller can say “yes” without saying “Yes,

Trump committed a crime." (The standard for conviction is “beyond a reasonable

doubt.”) 

What I Would Ask Robert Mueller
If I were a member of Congress with five minutes to question Robert Mueller, I
would ask short questions drawn from the report’s executive summaries.

https://www.lawfareblog.com/what-i-would-ask-robert-mueller

3/ But Remember, Republicans will also be asking questions. They have different

goals.  

 

They'll try to: 

💠Obscure the truth, 

💠Focus on Mueller’s finding that he didn’t have enough evidence to charge criminal

conspiracy, and 

💠Undermine the investigation's validity & integrity.

4/ The question is: How successful will the GOP be in undermining whatever truth

comes out of the questioning? 

 

Tribe is correct:  

Laurence Tribe
@tribelaw

Not to contribute to unrealistic expectations, but Mueller’s 
testimony — even if he says little— will be a Big F-ing Deal. As 
turning points go, it has the potential to do a 180. Watch this 
space.politico.com/story/2019/07/…
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Mueller’s testimony might cause a 180 turn. 

 

It also might not.

2,568 10:53 AM - Jul 22, 2019

922 people are talking about this

Democrats to face off against a reluctant Mueller
House Democrats want the notably reserved former special counsel
to help build a case against President Donald Trump.
politico.com

5/ We all know the reasons Mueller’s testimony might cause a 180 turn.  

 

Trump and Barr managed to control the national conversation about the Mueller

report, and most people don’t know what it contains. 

 

Getting the truth out there should change the game (as with Nixon).

6/ But . . . there are 2 reasons we can’t compare 2019 to the Nixon era. 

 

#1: During Nixon’s time, right wing authoritarians did not yet have complete control

over the GOP. The GOP was still largely conservative. 

 

For how the GOP changed since 1972, see👇 

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

Hi, Katrina, 
 
The history of the two major parties is a little more complicated 
than that.  
 
I can suggest a few good books (covers pictured in the next 
tweet). 
 
If you’re not really into reading history books, I can offer a nifty 
history thread in under 25 tweets. twitter.com/KatrinaPierson…

Katrina Pierson @KatrinaPierson
Someone may want to let her know that Democrats were the party of 
slavery and had to get voted out of office so Republicans could abolish 
slavery, give women the right to vote, AND deliver Civil Rights. 
#blessherheart twitter.com/AOC/status/109…

17.9K 5:44 PM - Feb 2, 2019

6,490 people are talking about this

7/ There are differences between conservatives and authoritarians. 

 

In Nixon’s era, the GOP was (largely) unwilling to stand by Nixon when his
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• • •

lawbreaking became public. 

 

There were some Republicans in Nixon’s era who were. They were furious that Nixon

didn’t continue fighting.


